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Abstract

Biogas recovery is an environmentally friendly and cost-effective practice that is getting consensus in both the scientific and industrial
community, as the growing number of projects demonstrate.

The use of fuel cells as energy conversion systems increases the conversion efficiency, as well as the environmental benefits. Molten
carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) operate at a temperature of about 650◦C, thus presenting a high fuel flexibility, compared to low temperature
f

methane.
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uel cells.
Aim of the present study is to compare the performance of an MCFC single cell, fuelled with different biogas types as well as

he biogases considered are derived from the following processes: (1) steam gasification in an entrained flow gasifier; (2) steam
n a duel interconnect fluidized bed gasifier; (3) biogas from an anaerobic digestion process.

The performances are evaluated for different fuel utilization and current densities.
The results are an essential starting point for a complete system design and demonstration.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Conventional fossil fuels currently represent the most
idely used source of energy for electricity generation. As
an be observed inFig. 1 [1], both hydropower and nuclear
ower account for about 17% of the total energy production,
hile renewable (excluding hydropower) accounts only for
small share of the total energy production. Although fossil

uel shortage is not going to happen in the short term, the
se of non-renewable fuels as the primary energy sources

s a practice that cannot last forever. Due to the growing
ross domestic product (GDP) of developed and of some
eveloping countries, such as China and India, energy
emand increases year by year, while fossil extraction,
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in the mid-long term, will not be able to fully satisfy t
demand. The effect of the increasing energy requirem
and, at the same time, of the fossil fuels extraction reduc
will result in a tremendous price increase of conventi
fuels.

The contribution of nuclear power, however, will har
increase. There are at least two main issues that will
down nuclear power employment. First, public opin
is worldwide hostile to nuclear-based energy conver
systems, and, secondly the cost per kilowatt-hour is q
high [2]. Elevated reliability and waste disposal issues
fact, increase the production cost, so that nuclear en
is currently more expensive than many other pract
including, for example, wind energy[2].

The other consistent contribution in electricity gen
tion is represented by hydropower, i.e. a renewable, c
and relatively low environmental intrusive practice. Ho
ever, most of the rivers that present potentiality for po
plant realization have been exploited. In Switzerland,
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Fig. 1. World energy sources for electricity production in 2002[1].

example, 59% of the electricity is produced by using
hydropower, as well as in Sweden about 50%[1]. Exclud-
ing few developing countries, it is possible to foresee that no
new installations will be created in the future. In any case
the contribution of hydropower will not be able to increase
significantly.

For the reasons above, it is clear that the future scenario
for power generation relies on renewable energy sources, like
wind, solar energy, biomass and waste.

High temperature fuel cells, i.e. solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFC) and molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) present the
peculiarity of being able to tolerate the presence of impurities
in the fuel, more than other fuel cell technologies. As for the
other FCs, both MCFC and SOFC present very high conver-
sion efficiency, thus a reduction of primary energy demand
is associated with their employment.

Environmental benefits of using MCFC to produce elec-
tricity from landfill gas has been shown in a previous study
of the authors, where the entire life-cycle system is analyzed
[3]. Although the study is conducted for landfill gas, similar
results are expected also for other biogases.

In a previous publication[4], the authors presented the
first experimental results for an MCFC single cell running
on a steam gasification derived gas. In the present study,
more detailed results are provided, together with experiments
conducted on a lab-scale fuel cell, operating with different
b

2
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i age

or crop residues. For water treatment facilities, farms or
factories, for examples, biogas is just a by-product and is
generally discharged into the atmosphere after an eventual
specific treatment. Since the energetic content is often
relevant, the energy recovery allows one to couple the
benefits of energy savings with the reduction of waste
disposal.

Biogas composition is mainly dependent on the raw mate-
rial and the production process that generated it.Table 1
provides USA typical compositions of landfill gas, anaerobic
digestion product gas (from wastewater treatment facilities)
and gasification synthesis gas[5].

Table 1 clearly shows that the energy content of each
gas, associated with the high CH4 and/or H2 content, makes
biogas an interesting energy source. Because of the CH4
presence (that is a greenhouse gas), when energy recovery
is not conducted, biogas is generally flamed. Other energy
recovery forms, like chemical energy storage and thermal
energy production, are alternatives to electricity production.
The option is usually selected on the basis of specific needs,
or economical factors. Different technologies are currently
available for biogas energy conversion. For electricity
generation, internal combustion engines are currently the
most employed. This is because internal combustion engines
have been used for decades, thus they present high reliability,
despite their low price.
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. Biogas types and usage

The term “biogas” is referred to a gas, generally
n CH4 and CO2, derived by animal waste, human sew

able 1
ypical chemical composition of biogases in United States

Landfill gas Anaerobic diges

H4 40–45% 55–65%
O2 35–50% 30–40%
O – –

2 – –

2O 1–10% –

2 0–20% 1–10

2 – <0.5%
ther hydrocarbons 250–3000 ppm Trace

2S <200 ppm <200 ppm
A case study for the optimal energy conversion sys
or electricity generation from landfill gas is presented
annelli and Moreno[6] for an Italian landfill. A multi-criteria
pproach is used to determine, under different econom
nd technical conditions, the optimal choice.

. Biogas and fuel cells

Due to the high environmental benefits, and the
otentiality of fuel cells, the possibility of using fuel ce
s energy conversion systems for biogas has caused in

n both the scientific and industrial community.
First attempts to use biogas as a fuel for fuel cells o

nated in the 90’s, when phosphoric acid fuel cells (PA
ad already reached high performance and reliability[7–10].
he successful experience with PAFC[11], encourage
evelopers of other fuel cell technologies to cons

duct gas (dry basis) Biomass gasification synthesis gas (d

1–20%
10–20%

10–45%
10–30%
–
40–50% (for air blown)
–

1–10%
<1.3%
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biogas as a valuable alternative to hydrogen or conventional
hydrocarbons.

Due to the presence of noble metals as the catalyst, PEM
fuel cell compatibility with biogas is very limited[12].

The high operating temperature of SOFC and MCFC
makes them particularly suitable for biogas usage. The pres-
ence of CO, that is a harmful gas for low temperature fuel
cells, is not only harmfulness, but represents an additional
fuel. Moreover, the high temperature of the outlet gas from
the fuel cell allows the gas-processing unit to be well inte-
grated with the power section.

According to the biogas considered, particular units for
contaminants removing, humidification and gas reforming
(when needed) are required. Several system solutions have
been proposed for integrating fuel-processing systems with
high temperature fuel cells[13–19]and the resulting perfor-
mances are very high, compared to traditional systems for
biogas energy conversion.

Together with system configurations, fundamental stud-
ies and tests on small-scale fuel cells are conducted for
validating biogas potentiality in SOFC[20–26] and MCFC
[4,13,27–32].

4. Biogas types considered
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Table 2
Chemical composition of the tested-simulated biogases and the reformed
methane

Anodic gas (%) ADG RNG LFG EBG DBG

H2 39.17 54.92 38.9 42.85 31.3
CO2 18.59 6.9 19.74 7.29 10.15
CO 9.1 8.58 9.04 17.92 13.8
CH4 0.27 0.4 0.27 2.76 4.75
H2O 32.14 29.2 31.92 29.18 40
O2 0.1 0 0.03 0 0
N2 0.61 0 0.1 0 0

ADG: anaerobic digester gas; RNG: reformed natural gas; LFG: landfill gas;
EBG: entrained bed gasifier; DBG: dual bed gasifier.

The final compositions after the steam reforming (i.e.,
the gas composition provided to the MCFC) are reported in
Table 2.

Due to the presence of carbon monoxide and carbon diox-
ide, carbon deposition at the MCFC anode is possible. The
most significant reactions that can occur are:

CH4 → 2H2 + C (3)

2CO → CO2 + C (4)

CO + H2 → H2O + C (5)

Fig. 2depicts the combinations of C, H and O content that lead
to carbon formation, according to reactions (3–5). If the gas
composition is in the region below the limit line, no carbon
deposition occurs. On the other hand, a gas mixture inside the
“carbon deposition” zone does not necessarily lead to carbon
formation. This is because the line ofFig. 2is determined on
the basis of the equilibrium theory, while kinetics of reactions
(3–5) are very slow and the activation energy is not always
exceeded. For this reason, gas compositions ofTable 2are
considered safe from carbon formation.
In the present study, the performance of an MCFC,
ing on four different biogases are experimentally evalua
iogases considered are:

1) biogas from anaerobic digester (ADG);
2) landfill gas (LFG);
3) syngas from an entrained bed steam gasifier (EBG)
4) syngas from a dual interconnected fluidized bed s

gasifier (DBG).

As previously mentioned, all the biogases contain im
ities that limit fuel cells lifetime and performance. In or
o evaluate the biogas potential for an MCFC, the gas
e tested “pollutant free”. At this aim, a gas mixture, rep
ucing the chemical composition of the gas under stu
rovided to the cell, changing the cell operating conditi
he effect of the pollutants is then conducted in a diffe

est campaign, where the maximum allowable concentr
f each pollutant is pointed out.

All the performances are compared to natural gas (N
ince this is currently the most used fuel for MCFC.

The chemical composition of each gas, after the s
eforming process, is computed. A CH4 conversion facto
f 97% is supposed. The reactions considered for me
onversion are:

H4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 (1)

O + H2O ↔ H2 + CO2 (2)

he starting compositions are chosen according to the
rovided by technologies suppliers or other research ce
 Fig. 2. Carbon deposition equilibrium.
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5. Experimental tests apparatus

The experimental tests on the single fuel cell are con-
ducted at the University of Perugia, Italy. The single cell
is constructed, assembled and provided by Ansaldo Fuel
Cells S.p.A. (AFCo). The cell is composed of an Ni–Cr
anode, an NiO lithiate cathode, and an Li2CO3–K2CO3 and
�-LiAlO 2 electrolyte. The iso-thermal condition of 650◦C
is ensured by two electric heaters. The cell voltage is directly
measured at the two electrodes and its value is processed by
a National Instruments board, which yields other analogical
measurements, such as hydrogen and the carbon monoxide
environment concentrations. The board is a PCI-6035E
NI, characterized by two analog outputs, 16 analog inputs
with an acquisition range between 610 V and 650 mV and a
sampling rate of 200 kS s−1. The gases and water flow rate
are measured and controlled by the Brooks 5850E Digital
Mass Flow Controllers, chosen for their high accuracy,
and for their characteristic of being able to be managed by
software through serial PC ports.

The vaporizer system provides the measurement and con-
trol of the water vapor directed to the anode and, through
a serial port, it is possible, through the software, to manage
the temperature and the flow rates. The electric load bank is
an Agilent N3301A, able to work in constant current, con-
stant voltage or constant resistance mode. The load is also
r
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Fig. 3. Voltage comparison at constant inlet flow rate.

obtainable, however, are counter-paid by the risk of carbon
formation in specific zones of the fuel cell, where particular
temperature or concentration gradients can arise. Although
no carbon formation is believed to occur in the single fuel
cell tested, in a full-scale stack, different conditions can take
place.

The tests reported inFigs. 3 and 4represent a very good
way of comparing different gas potentials, when used in an
MCFC. However, it is not easy to understand the effect of dif-
ferent operating conditions on the fuel cell. When the current
is increased, in fact, the voltage reduction is due to both the
increased overvoltage and to the increased fuel utilization.
When the fuel utilization is increased, the Nernst equation
(Eq. (6)), that provides the ideal fuel cell voltage, presents a
lower value, since hydrogen, oxygen and the cathodic carbon
dioxide partial pressure decreases, and the water and anodic
carbon dioxide increase with respect to the fuel utilization.

E = E0 + RT

2F
ln

PH2 × P0.5
O2

× PCO2,c

PH2O × PCO2,a

(6)

In expression (6),E is the ideal voltage at open circuit voltage,
E0 is E evaluated at standard pressure,R the universal gas
constant,T the cell temperature,F the Faraday constant, and
Pi the partial pressure of theith gas species.

In order to investigate the effect of the current density,
a are
emotely controlled by the serial PC port.
Finally the temperature of the system is subjected to e

al control, and local temperatures collected by thermo
les, present in various positions on the cell, are proce
y the PC board. A proprietary software, realized in Vis
asic language, allows one to easily view and manipulat
ystem condition and performance.

A complete description of the apparatus test is illustr
n a previous publication[33].

. Results

Tests are conducted so that most of the possible sys
perating conditions are reproduced. The temperature
ell is always kept constant at 650◦C, because this is th
esigned stack temperature. A first performance compa

s conducted providing the cell with a constant inlet fl
ate, and varying the current density of the cell. The
ompositions ofTable 2are provided. Performances obtain
sing LFG and ADG are extremely close, thus only ADG
esults are reported.Fig. 3 depicts the voltage compariso
hile the relative power density is reported inFig. 4.
As can be noted, the performances of all the biogase

ery close to those of reformed natural gas. In partic
iogas derived from entrained bed gasifier (EBG) allows

uel cell to reach performances that are very close to th
eformed natural gas. This is due to the very low water
ent of this gas. As can be seen inFig. 2, in fact, EBG presen
he lowest steam to carbon ratio. The high performa
nd that of the fuel utilization, separately, further tests

Fig. 4. Power density comparison at constant inlet flow rate.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison at constant fuel utilization.

Fig. 6. Power density at constant fuel utilization.

conducted.Fig. 5shows the effect of the current density vari-
ation on the voltage, when the fuel utilization is kept constant
at 40%. The relative power densities are reported inFig. 6.
Despite what is deducted for the test at constant flow rate
(Figs. 3 and 4), ADG shows very poor performance, com-
pared to other biogases. Since the H2 and CO content (i.e., the
useful fuel for the FC) is of the same magnitude of the other
gases considered (Table 2), the poor performance is probably
due, not to the gas itself, but to problems incurred in the fuel
cell tests. Additional experimental data are indeed needed,
and those ofFigs. 5 and 6must be considered preliminary.

Finally, Fig. 7reports the voltage variation, when the cur-
rent density is constant and the fuel utilization is varied (i.e.,
the inlet flow rate is varied). As for the tests at constant inlet
flow rate performances are comparable.

7. Conclusions

In the present study different anodic gas compositions,
representing different biogas types, have been tested on
an MCFC single cell. Performances are compared to those
obtained when reformed natural gas is used as the fuel. This
comparison is performed because natural gas is currently
the most used fuel for MCFC. Tests have been conducted
at different fuel cell operating conditions, in terms of current
density, fuel utilization and total flow rate. Results clearly
show the high potentiality of all the gas compositions con-
sidered.
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